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Nature inspired algorithmsNature inspired algorithms

��Mimic (or model) the natureMimic (or model) the nature

––Brain (Neural networks)Brain (Neural networks)

––Genetics (Genetic algorithms)Genetics (Genetic algorithms)

––Ant colonies (Ant colony algorithms)Ant colonies (Ant colony algorithms)
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––Ant colonies (Ant colony algorithms)Ant colonies (Ant colony algorithms)

––School of fish, flock of birds (Particle School of fish, flock of birds (Particle 
swarm intelligence)swarm intelligence)

––Annealing in metals (Simulated Annealing in metals (Simulated 
annealing)annealing)



Artificial Neural Network (ANN)Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

��Highly interconnected network of Highly interconnected network of 
informationinformation--processing elements that processing elements that 
mimics the connectivity and mimics the connectivity and 
functioning of the human brain.functioning of the human brain.
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��Addresses problems difficult for Addresses problems difficult for 
traditional computers.traditional computers.
––E.g.E.g. Speech and pattern recognitionSpeech and pattern recognition

��StrengthStrength –– Ability to learn from a Ability to learn from a 
limited set of examples.limited set of examples.



Artificial Neural Network (ANN) "Artificial Neural Network (ANN) "
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Differences Between Neural Networks Differences Between Neural Networks 

and Traditional Computersand Traditional Computers

�� Traditional computers Traditional computers –– Personal computers, Workstations, Personal computers, Workstations, 
MainframesMainframes

Neural NetworksNeural Networks Traditional ComputersTraditional Computers

Use large number of simple processors Use large number of simple processors 
to do their calculations.to do their calculations.

Use one or a few Use one or a few 
extremely complex extremely complex 
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to do their calculations.to do their calculations. extremely complex extremely complex 
processing units.processing units.

Do not have centrally located memory, Do not have centrally located memory, 
nor they programmed with a sequence nor they programmed with a sequence 
of instructions.of instructions.

The information processing of a NN is The information processing of a NN is 
distributed throughout the network distributed throughout the network 
from its processors and connections.from its processors and connections.



Differences Between Neural Networks Differences Between Neural Networks 

And Traditional ComputersAnd Traditional Computers ""

Neural NetworksNeural Networks Traditional ComputersTraditional Computers

Memory is distributed in the form of the Memory is distributed in the form of the 
weights given to the various weights given to the various 
connections.connections.

Damage to the part of the network does Damage to the part of the network does 
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Damage to the part of the network does Damage to the part of the network does 
not necessarily result in processing not necessarily result in processing 
malfunction or information loss.malfunction or information loss.

NN is taught with a limited set of NN is taught with a limited set of 
training examples.training examples.

Programs are written as Programs are written as 
a series of instructions.a series of instructions.

Respond to information sets that it has Respond to information sets that it has 
never encountered before.never encountered before.

The values of the connection weights The values of the connection weights 
can be taught as a ‘program’.can be taught as a ‘program’.



ImplementationImplementation

�� Simulated on traditional computers.Simulated on traditional computers.

�� AdvantageAdvantage

–– Computers can be easily reprogrammed to Computers can be easily reprogrammed to 
change the architecture or learning rule.change the architecture or learning rule.
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�� Since NN is massively parallel, speed  of a Since NN is massively parallel, speed  of a 
NN can be increased by using parallel NN can be increased by using parallel 
computers.computers.

–– Link together hundreds or thousands of CPUs Link together hundreds or thousands of CPUs 
in parallelin parallel



Why Neural Networks?Why Neural Networks?

��Scientists tried to use machines Scientists tried to use machines 
effectively for tasks relatively simple effectively for tasks relatively simple 
to human.to human.

––E.g.E.g.
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––E.g.E.g.

��Recognizing a character.Recognizing a character.

��Distinguishing a cat from a bird.Distinguishing a cat from a bird.

��Achieve a goal satisfying certain constraints.Achieve a goal satisfying certain constraints.



Why Neural Networks? "Why Neural Networks? "

�� Machine learningMachine learning
–– An adaptive mechanism that enable computers An adaptive mechanism that enable computers 

to learn …to learn …
�� from experience,from experience,

�� by example andby example and
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by example andby example and

�� by analogy.by analogy.
–– E.g., A street light like a star. E.g., A street light like a star. Both provide light at Both provide light at 

night, both are in predictable locations, both are night, both are in predictable locations, both are 
overhead, and both serve no function in the daytime. overhead, and both serve no function in the daytime. 

–– Learning capabilities (of an intelligence Learning capabilities (of an intelligence 
system)  are improved over time.system)  are improved over time.

–– Basis for adaptive systemsBasis for adaptive systems

–– Neural networks and Genetic algorithmsNeural networks and Genetic algorithms



Why Neural Networks? "Why Neural Networks? "

��Began approximately 65 years ago.Began approximately 65 years ago.
––McCullochMcCulloch--Pitts neurons (1943)Pitts neurons (1943)

––Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts 
designed the first neural network.designed the first neural network.
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––Found that combining many simple Found that combining many simple 
neurons into neural system was the neurons into neural system was the 
source of increased computational source of increased computational 
power.power.

��Limitations encountered in traditional Limitations encountered in traditional 
sequential computing.sequential computing.



Why Neural Networks? "Why Neural Networks? "

��Neural nets are of interest to many Neural nets are of interest to many 
research areas.research areas.

––Signal processing and control theorySignal processing and control theory

––RoboticsRobotics
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––RoboticsRobotics

––Pattern recognitionPattern recognition

––Finding the explicit form of the Finding the explicit form of the 
relationship among certain variables.relationship among certain variables.



What is a Neural Network?What is a Neural Network?

��A collection of interconnected A collection of interconnected 
neurons that incrementally learn neurons that incrementally learn 
from their environment (data) to from their environment (data) to 
capture essential linear and nonlinear capture essential linear and nonlinear 
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capture essential linear and nonlinear capture essential linear and nonlinear 
trends in complex data, so that it trends in complex data, so that it 
provides reliable predictions for new provides reliable predictions for new 
situations containing even noisy and situations containing even noisy and 
partial information.partial information.



What is a Neural Network? "What is a Neural Network? "

��An An Artificial Neural Network (ANN)Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is is 
an informationan information--processing system processing system 
that has certain characteristics in that has certain characteristics in 
common with biological neural common with biological neural 
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common with biological neural common with biological neural 
networks.networks.



What is a Neural Network? "What is a Neural Network? "

�� The brain consists of interconnected set of The brain consists of interconnected set of 
nerve cells (basic informationnerve cells (basic information--processing processing 
units, neurons).units, neurons).

�� Human brain incorporates nearlyHuman brain incorporates nearly
–– 100 billion neurons (1 billion = 10100 billion neurons (1 billion = 1099))
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–– 100 billion neurons (1 billion = 10100 billion neurons (1 billion = 10 ))
–– Typical neurons in the brain are connected to Typical neurons in the brain are connected to 

on the order of 10,000on the order of 10,000
–– Other neurons, with some types of neurons Other neurons, with some types of neurons 

having more than 200,000 connections.having more than 200,000 connections.

�� By using millions of neurons, brain can By using millions of neurons, brain can 
perform its functions much faster than the perform its functions much faster than the 
fastest computers in the market.fastest computers in the market.



What is a Neural Network? "What is a Neural Network? "

�� Biological neuronBiological neuron
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What is a Neural Network? "What is a Neural Network? "

�� A neuron consists ofA neuron consists of

–– a cell body (a cell body (somasoma))

–– a number of fibres (a number of fibres (dendritesdendrites))

–– a single long fibre (a single long fibre (axonaxon))
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�� The dendrites receives signals (electric The dendrites receives signals (electric 
impulses) from other neurons.impulses) from other neurons.

�� The signals are transmitted across a The signals are transmitted across a 
synaptic gapsynaptic gap by means of a chemical by means of a chemical 
process.process.



What is a Neural Network? "What is a Neural Network? "

�� The chemical transmitter modifies the The chemical transmitter modifies the 
incoming signal.incoming signal.

–– Typically, scaling the frequency of the signals Typically, scaling the frequency of the signals 
that are received.that are received.

–– Similar to the action of weights in an ANN.Similar to the action of weights in an ANN.
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–– Similar to the action of weights in an ANN.Similar to the action of weights in an ANN.

�� The soma sums the incoming signals.The soma sums the incoming signals.

�� When sufficient input is received, the When sufficient input is received, the 
soma fires a signal over its axon to the soma fires a signal over its axon to the 
other neurons.other neurons.



What is a Neural Network? "What is a Neural Network? "

��Brain can be considered as a highly Brain can be considered as a highly 
complex, nonlinear and parallel complex, nonlinear and parallel 
informationinformation--processing system.processing system.

–– Information is stored and processed Information is stored and processed 
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–– Information is stored and processed Information is stored and processed 
simultaneously throughout the whole simultaneously throughout the whole 
network, rather than at specific network, rather than at specific 
locations.locations.

–– In other words, both data and In other words, both data and 
processing are global rather than local.processing are global rather than local.



What is a Neural Network? "What is a Neural Network? "

��PlasticityPlasticity

––Neurons demonstrate longNeurons demonstrate long--term term 
changes in the strength of their changes in the strength of their 
connections.connections.
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connections.connections.

––Neurons Neurons can can can form new connections can form new connections 
with other neurons.with other neurons.

––Entire collection of neurons may migrate Entire collection of neurons may migrate 
from one place to another.from one place to another.

––Basis for learning in the brain.Basis for learning in the brain.



What is a Neural Network? "What is a Neural Network? "

�� Key featuresKey features borrowed from biological borrowed from biological 
neurons:neurons:
–– The processing element receives many signals.The processing element receives many signals.

–– Signals may be modified by a weight at the Signals may be modified by a weight at the 
receiving synapse.receiving synapse.
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receiving synapse.receiving synapse.

–– The processing element sums the weighted The processing element sums the weighted 
input.input.

–– Under appropriate circumstances (sufficient Under appropriate circumstances (sufficient 
input), the neuron transmits a single output.input), the neuron transmits a single output.

–– The output from a particular neuron may go to The output from a particular neuron may go to 
many other neurons (the axon branches)many other neurons (the axon branches)



What is a Neural Network? "What is a Neural Network? "

��Fault toleranceFault tolerance
––Able to recognize many input signals Able to recognize many input signals 

that are somewhat different from any that are somewhat different from any 
signals we have seen before.signals we have seen before.

E.g.E.g. Ability to recognize a person after a Ability to recognize a person after a 
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��E.g.E.g. Ability to recognize a person after a Ability to recognize a person after a 
long period of time.long period of time.

––Able to tolerate damage to the neural Able to tolerate damage to the neural 
system itself.system itself.
��In case of loss or damage of neurons, other In case of loss or damage of neurons, other 

neurons can sometimes be trained to take neurons can sometimes be trained to take 
over the functions of lost or damaged cells.over the functions of lost or damaged cells.



What is a Neural Network? "What is a Neural Network? "

fi yuo cna raed tihs, yuo hvae a sgtrane mnid too.

Cna yuo raed tihs? Olny 55 plepoe can.

i cdnuolt blveiee taht I cluod aulaclty uesdnatnrd waht I was rdanieg.

The phaonmneal pweor of the hmuan mnid, aoccdrnig to a rscheearch at
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Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, it dseno't mtaetr in waht oerdr the ltteres in a

wrod are, the olny iproamtnt tihng is taht the frsit and lsat ltteer be

in the rghit pclae. The rset can be a taotl mses and you can sitll raed

it whotuit a pboerlm. Tihs is bcuseae the huamn mnid deos not raed ervey

lteter by istlef, but the wrod as a wlohe. Azanmig huh? yaeh and I

awlyas tghuhot slpeling was ipmorantt!



What is a Neural Network? "What is a Neural Network? "

��ANN resembles the human brain ANN resembles the human brain 
much as a paper plane resembles a much as a paper plane resembles a 
supersonic jet.supersonic jet.
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How do ANNs model the brain?How do ANNs model the brain?

�� An ANN consists of a large number of very An ANN consists of a large number of very 
simple processing elements called simple processing elements called 
neuronsneurons, , unitsunits, , cellscells or or nodesnodes..

�� The neurons are connected by weighted The neurons are connected by weighted 
links passing signals from one neuron to links passing signals from one neuron to 
another.another.
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links passing signals from one neuron to links passing signals from one neuron to 
another.another.

�� Each neuron receives a number of input Each neuron receives a number of input 
signals through its connections.signals through its connections.

�� However, it However, it never produces more than never produces more than one one 
output signaloutput signal..



How do ANNs model the brain? "How do ANNs model the brain? "

�� The output signal is transmitted through The output signal is transmitted through 
the neuron’s outgoing connection the neuron’s outgoing connection 
(corresponding to the biological axon).(corresponding to the biological axon).

�� The outgoing signal splits into a number of The outgoing signal splits into a number of 
branches that transmit the same signal.branches that transmit the same signal.
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branches that transmit the same signal.branches that transmit the same signal.
–– The signal is not divided among these The signal is not divided among these 

branches in anyway.branches in anyway.

�� The outgoing branches terminate at the The outgoing branches terminate at the 
incoming connections of other neurons in incoming connections of other neurons in 
the network.the network.



How do ANNs model the brain? "How do ANNs model the brain? "
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How do ANNs model the brain? "How do ANNs model the brain? "
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How do ANNs model the brain? "How do ANNs model the brain? "

�� One of the most NN architecture has three layers.One of the most NN architecture has three layers.

�� First layer (Input layer)First layer (Input layer) –– is the only layer is the only layer 
exposed to external signals.exposed to external signals.

�� Hidden layerHidden layer –– input layer transmits signals to input layer transmits signals to 
the hidden layer which extracts relevant features the hidden layer which extracts relevant features 
or patterns from the received signals.or patterns from the received signals.
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the hidden layer which extracts relevant features the hidden layer which extracts relevant features 
or patterns from the received signals.or patterns from the received signals.

�� Output layerOutput layer –– those features that are considered those features that are considered 
important are then transmitted to the output important are then transmitted to the output 
layer.layer.

�� Complex NNs may haveComplex NNs may have
–– Several hidden layers,Several hidden layers,

–– Feedback loopsFeedback loops



How do ANNs model the brain? "How do ANNs model the brain? "

��Activation or Activity LevelActivation or Activity Level -- is an is an 
internal state of a neuron.internal state of a neuron.

––A function of the inputs it has received.A function of the inputs it has received.
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�� E.g.E.g.
–– Activations of XActivations of X11, X, X22, and X, and X33 are xare x11, x, x22, and x, and x33

respectively.respectively.
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respectively.respectively.
–– The net input of (yThe net input of (yinin) of Y is the sum of the ) of Y is the sum of the 

weighted signals from Xweighted signals from X11, X, X22, and X, and X33..
–– i.e. i.e. yyinin= w= w11xx11 + w+ w22xx22 + w+ w33xx33

–– The activation of Y is a function of its net The activation of Y is a function of its net 
input, y = f(yinput, y = f(yinin).).

–– E.g. Logistic sigmoid functionE.g. Logistic sigmoid function
�� f(x) = 1 / (1+ef(x) = 1 / (1+e--xx))



��E.g.E.g.
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��E.g.E.g.

–– If Y is connected to neuron ZIf Y is connected to neuron Z11 and Zand Z22, Y , Y 
sends its signal to each of these units.sends its signal to each of these units.

––However, in general, the values However, in general, the values 
received by neurons Zreceived by neurons Z11 and Zand Z22 are are 
different. Why?different. Why?



Training SetTraining Set

��NNs NNs are trained by presenting them are trained by presenting them 
with desired inputwith desired input--output training output training 
sets.sets.

�� Initially, connection weights are Initially, connection weights are 
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�� Initially, connection weights are Initially, connection weights are 
random or equal.random or equal.

�� Inputs are entered into the input Inputs are entered into the input 
layer of NN.layer of NN.

��Output signal is computed and Output signal is computed and 
compared to the target output.compared to the target output.



Training Set "Training Set "

�� Small adjustments are then made to the Small adjustments are then made to the 
connection weights to reduce difference connection weights to reduce difference 
between the target and computed between the target and computed 
outputs.outputs.

�� The inputThe input--output set is again presented to output set is again presented to 
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�� The inputThe input--output set is again presented to output set is again presented to 
the NN and further the NN and further changes are changes are made to made to 
the connection weights.the connection weights.

�� After repeating this process many times After repeating this process many times 
for all inputfor all input--output patterns in the training output patterns in the training 
set, the NN learns to respond in the set, the NN learns to respond in the 
desired manner.desired manner.



Training Set "Training Set "

�� A NN is said to have learnt when it can A NN is said to have learnt when it can 
correctly perform the tasks for which it correctly perform the tasks for which it 
has been trained.has been trained.

�� After a NN have been trained, it can After a NN have been trained, it can 
correctly process new data that they have correctly process new data that they have 
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correctly process new data that they have correctly process new data that they have 
not encountered before.not encountered before.

�� Training ruleTraining rule –– is used to make is used to make 
adjustments to connection weights to adjustments to connection weights to 
reduce the difference b/w computed and reduce the difference b/w computed and 
target outputs.target outputs.
–– BackBack--propagation rulepropagation rule



Where Are NN Being Used?Where Are NN Being Used?

��Pattern RecognitionPattern Recognition

––Many interesting problems fall into the Many interesting problems fall into the 
general area of pattern recognition.general area of pattern recognition.

––E.g.E.g. Automatic recognition of Automatic recognition of 
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––E.g.E.g. Automatic recognition of Automatic recognition of 
handwritten characters (digits or handwritten characters (digits or 
letters).letters).

––GeneralGeneral--purpose multilayer neural nets purpose multilayer neural nets 
with backwith back--propagation have been used propagation have been used 
for recognizing handwritten zip codes.for recognizing handwritten zip codes.



Where Are NN Being Used? "Where Are NN Being Used? "

�� MedicineMedicine

–– An autoAn auto--associative memory NN has been used associative memory NN has been used 
to store large number of medical records.to store large number of medical records.

–– Each of these records includeEach of these records include

SymptomsSymptoms
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�� SymptomsSymptoms

�� DiagnosisDiagnosis

�� Treatment for a particular case.Treatment for a particular case.

–– After training, the net can be presented with After training, the net can be presented with 
input consisting of a set of symptoms.input consisting of a set of symptoms.

–– It will then find the ‘best’ diagnosis and It will then find the ‘best’ diagnosis and 
treatment.treatment.



Where Are NN Being Used? "Where Are NN Being Used? "

��Speech ProductionSpeech Production

––Learning to read English text aloud is a Learning to read English text aloud is a 
difficult task.difficult task.

––Correct pronunciation of a letter Correct pronunciation of a letter 
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––Correct pronunciation of a letter Correct pronunciation of a letter 
depends on the context the letter depends on the context the letter 
appears.appears.

��E.g.E.g. but, cut, putbut, cut, put



Where Are NN Being Used? "Where Are NN Being Used? "

�� Speech Production …Speech Production …

–– NETtalkNETtalk

–– A multiA multi--layer neural net (with hidden units).layer neural net (with hidden units).

–– RequirementsRequirements

Set of examples of written inputSet of examples of written input
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�� Set of examples of written inputSet of examples of written input

–– the letter that is currently being spokenthe letter that is currently being spoken

–– Three letters before and after it (context)Three letters before and after it (context)

�� Correct pronunciation for itCorrect pronunciation for it

–– Additional symbols are used to indicate the Additional symbols are used to indicate the 
end of a word or punctuation.end of a word or punctuation.



Where Are NN Being Used? "Where Are NN Being Used? "

��Speech Production …Speech Production …

––The net is trained using the 1,000 most The net is trained using the 1,000 most 
common English words.common English words.

––After training, the net can read new After training, the net can read new 
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––After training, the net can read new After training, the net can read new 
words with very few errors.words with very few errors.



Where Are NN Being Used? "Where Are NN Being Used? "

��BusinessBusiness

––Chase Manhattan Bank used a NN to Chase Manhattan Bank used a NN to 
examine about the stolen credit cards.examine about the stolen credit cards.

��Discovered that most suspicious sales were Discovered that most suspicious sales were 
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Discovered that most suspicious sales were Discovered that most suspicious sales were 
for women’s shoes costing b/w $40 and for women’s shoes costing b/w $40 and 
$80.$80.



Where Are NN Being Used? "Where Are NN Being Used? "

��Business …Business …

––Mortgage risk assessmentMortgage risk assessment

��Training input includesTraining input includes

–– Applicant’s years of employmentApplicant’s years of employment
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–– Number of dependentsNumber of dependents

–– Current income, etc.Current income, etc.

��The target output from the net is an ‘accept’ The target output from the net is an ‘accept’ 
or ‘reject’ the mortgage application.or ‘reject’ the mortgage application.



Net ArchitectureNet Architecture

��Neurons are arranged in layers.Neurons are arranged in layers.
––Neurons in the same layer behave in the Neurons in the same layer behave in the 

same manner.same manner.

––Behaviour of a neuron areBehaviour of a neuron are
Its activation functionIts activation function
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��Its activation functionIts activation function

��Pattern of weighted connections, it sends Pattern of weighted connections, it sends 
and receives signals.and receives signals.

––Within each layer, neurons usually haveWithin each layer, neurons usually have
��The same activation functionThe same activation function

��The same pattern of connections to other The same pattern of connections to other 
neuronsneurons



Single Layer/MultilayerSingle Layer/Multilayer

�� Input layer is not considered for Input layer is not considered for 
determining the number of layers.determining the number of layers.

��The number of layers The number of layers 
in the net =The number of in the net =The number of 
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in the net =The number of in the net =The number of 
weighted interconnect links b/w the weighted interconnect links b/w the 
layers of neurons.layers of neurons.



Single LayerSingle Layer

��Single LayerSingle Layer

––Has one layer of connection weights.Has one layer of connection weights.

––Units can be distinguished asUnits can be distinguished as

��Input unitsInput units
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��Input unitsInput units

��Output unitsOutput units



MultilayerMultilayer

��MultilayerMultilayer

––Has one or more layers of nodes b/w Has one or more layers of nodes b/w 
the input units and the output units.the input units and the output units.
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MultilayerMultilayer

��Can solve more complicated Can solve more complicated 
problems.problems.

��Training may be more difficult.Training may be more difficult.

��However, in some cases, training However, in some cases, training 
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��However, in some cases, training However, in some cases, training 
may be more successful.may be more successful.

––Can be trained to solve a problem that a Can be trained to solve a problem that a 
single layer net cannot be trained to single layer net cannot be trained to 
perform correctly at all.perform correctly at all.



Setting the WeightsSetting the Weights

��The method of setting the values of The method of setting the values of 
the weights (training) is an the weights (training) is an 
important characteristic of NNs.important characteristic of NNs.

��Three types Three types of trainingof training
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��Three types Three types of trainingof training

––SupervisedSupervised

––UnsupervisedUnsupervised

––ReinforcementReinforcement



Supervised TrainingSupervised Training

��Learning with a teacher.Learning with a teacher.

��Accomplished by providing a Accomplished by providing a 
sequence of training vectors, or sequence of training vectors, or 
patterns.patterns.
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patterns.patterns.

��Each training vector associated a Each training vector associated a 
target output vector.target output vector.

��The weights are then adjusted The weights are then adjusted 
according to a learning algorithm.according to a learning algorithm.



Unsupervised TrainingUnsupervised Training

�� A sequence of input vectors is provided.A sequence of input vectors is provided.

�� But target vectors are not specified.But target vectors are not specified.

�� The net modifies the weights so that the The net modifies the weights so that the 
most similar input vectors are assigned to most similar input vectors are assigned to 
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most similar input vectors are assigned to most similar input vectors are assigned to 
the same output unit.the same output unit.

�� Can learn to discover unknown clusters. Can learn to discover unknown clusters. 

–– For example, they may cluster similar species, For example, they may cluster similar species, 
groups, protein structures, etcgroups, protein structures, etc



Reinforcement TrainingReinforcement Training

�� Exact answer is not presented to the Exact answer is not presented to the 
network.network.

�� Indicates output generated from the Indicates output generated from the 
network is right or wrong.network is right or wrong.
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�� Learning with a critic.Learning with a critic.

�� Network uses this information to improve Network uses this information to improve 
its performances.its performances.

�� Useful when the knowledge required to Useful when the knowledge required to 
apply supervised learning is not available.apply supervised learning is not available.



Common Activation FunctionsCommon Activation Functions

��Typically, same activation function is Typically, same activation function is 
used for all neurons in a particular used for all neurons in a particular 
layer.layer.

�� Identity functionIdentity function
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�� Identity functionIdentity function

–– f(x) = x for all x.f(x) = x for all x.

––Activation function for Activation function for 
input units.input units.



Common Activation Functions "Common Activation Functions "

��Binary step function Binary step function (with threshold (with threshold θθ))
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Common Activation Functions "Common Activation Functions "

��Binary sigmoid Binary sigmoid 
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